Abstract
Introduction
Inspired by many plants and insects, such as lotus leaves [7] , rose 50 petals [8] , legs of water striders [9] and butterfly wings [10] , wettability [11] , 51 which is dominated by both the chemical composition and the 52 morphology of the surface [12, 13] , is one of the unusual properties of these 53 plants and insects. Abiding by the mechanism of the wettability [14, 15] , the 54 fabrication of SHS involves two steps, the creation of a rough micro/nano 55 scale structure and followed with the passivation of the rough surface by 56 a low surface energy chemical reagents. [16, 17] respectively. Initially, the reference drops on all surfaces are transparent.
281
When the temperature of the experimental plate is decreased gradually,
282
the drop on the B-surface becomes non-transparent at first after 319s,
283
which indicates the drop is becoming frozen. However, the shape of the 284 drops is changed after 325s, indicating the drop is frozen totally.
285
Observed in turn, the drop on the R-surface and S-surface becomes shows the icing mechanism of water droplet on as-prepared the non-transparency of the drop at -15 °C, as shown in Fig.6(2) . The 306 icing time on these SHS can be postponed from 325s to 1938s compared 307 to the normal aluminum alloy surface. This implies that the differences of 308 the micro-structure of SHS can significantly impact delayed freezing time.
309
When the temperature of as-prepared surface was heated to room 310 temperature, the droplet returns to be suspended upwards and the 311 discontinuous three-phase contact line between the droplet and surface is 312 basically recovered, which is slightly similar to the original contact state.
313
The temperature-induced pinning transition of droplets observed for 314 the SHS at -15 °C can be explained using a model which analyzes droplet 315 heat transfer process at the interface between the droplet and the 316 micro-structure, as illustrated by Fig.6(3) that of droplet.
325
The relationship between heat gain and loss is expressed as: [44] 326
Where d Q is the heat quantity of droplet in unit time; g Q is the heat 
330
To further explain the mechanism of heat transfer on SHS, we 331 introduce the area formula of the sphere and the equation of thermal 332 radiation, but some hypotheses have to be made:
333
(1) The shape of droplet is never changed but a ball;
334
(2) The thermal radiation between the droplet and air is homogeneous;
335
The equations involved present as follows:
336
Equation of irregular sphere surface area;
Where d S is the surface area of sphere; R is the radius of sphere;  is 339 the spherical center angle;
340
The heat transfer through conduction between the interface of the 341 water droplet and the coating surface can be described as the following 342 equation: 
347
Referring to the equations mentioned above, we put forward an 348 equation of heat gain and loss:
Where g S is the heat gain surface area of sphere; l S is the heat loss shown in Fig. 6(3)b) , so the equation of heat gain and loss can be 364 expressed as follows:
interface is larger than heat gain in unit time through thermal radiation.
368
Consequently, the heat quality of droplet decreases soon, leading to short 369 delayed freezing times.
370
For further tests to the anti-icing property of as-prepared surfaces,
371
with the relative humidity of 53±5%, a stream of water was sprayed onto Der Waals force of the water.
